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Abstract: Simulation codes allow one to reduce the high conservativism in nuclear reactor design 
improving the reliability and sustainability associated with nuclear power. Full-core coupled reac-
tor physics at the rod level are not provided by most simulation codes. This has led in the UK to the 
development of a multiscale and multiphysics software development focused on LWRS. In terms of 
the thermal hydraulics, simulation codes suitable for this multiscale and multiphysics software de-
velopment include the subchannel code CTF and the thermal hydraulics module FLOCAL of the 
nodal code DYN3D. In this journal article, CTF and FLOCAL thermal hydraulics validations and 
verifications within the multiscale and multiphysics software development have been performed to 
evaluate the accuracy and methodology available to obtain thermal hydraulics at the rod level in 
both simulation codes. These validations and verifications have proved that CTF is a highly accurate 
subchannel code for thermal hydraulics. In addition, these verifications have proved that CTF pro-
vides a wide range of crossflow and turbulent mixing methods, while FLOCAL in general provides 
the simplified no-crossflow method as the rest of the methods were only tested during its imple-
mentation into DYN3D.  
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1. Introduction 
A nuclear renaissance in the UK (United Kingdom) is on the verge of occurring due 

the reliability and sustainability associated with nuclear power which makes it ideal as an 
energy source to conform part of the future energy plan of the country. Its reliability de-
pends on its capability to answer the local or national electricity demands by providing 
the intended output. In addition, its reliability depends on its capability to operate under 
safety limits by using either active or passive safety systems. Finally, its reliability de-
pends on its capability to avoid nuclear proliferation by minimising the possibilities of 
theft and terrorism activities. Its sustainability depends on its capability to behave cost 
effectively by becoming economically competitive when compared to renewable energy 
sources. In addition, its sustainability depends on its capability to operate under environ-
ment friendly standards by using different types of fuel cycles. Finally, its sustainability 
depends on its capability to evolve by providing alternative technologies. 

All these capabilities have been improved in the UK through the different genera-
tions of nuclear reactors. Generation I nuclear reactors were developed through the 1950s 
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and 1960s to prove the applicability of nuclear power to provide electricity consisting of 
the previously used MAGNOX (magnesium oxide gas reactor). Generation II nuclear re-
actors were developed through the 1970s to improve the reliability and sustainability as-
sociated with nuclear power by increasing the production of electricity, including active 
safety systems, encompassing a closed fuel cycle, and extending the lifespan to 60 years 
consisting of the currently used AGR (advanced gas reactor) and PWR (pressurised water 
reactor). Generation III and III+ nuclear reactors were developed in the 1990s to improve 
the reliability and sustainability associated to nuclear power by enhancing fuel technology 
and thermal efficiency, adding modular components, including passive safety systems, 
and extending the lifespan to further than 60 years consisting on the currently-under-con-
struction EPR (European pressurised reactor) and the currently planned SMR (small mod-
ular reactor). Generation IV nuclear reactors are being currently developed to improve the 
reliability and sustainability associated with nuclear power by including full actinide re-
cycling consisting of the envisioned SFR (sodium fast reactor), MSR (molten salt reactor) 
and HTR (high-temperature reactor).  

Nuclear reactor analysis [1] provides the necessary methodology to describe the wide 
phenomena that occur in nuclear reactors. It is mainly subdivided into neutronics, which 
analyses power production by solving the neutron transport equation, and into thermal 
hydraulics, which analyses heat transfer by solving the fluid and solid dynamics equa-
tions. No heat transfer in a nuclear reactor occurs unless there is power production, and 
hence, the neutronics are said to be coupled to the thermal hydraulics. The neutronics can 
be analysed through different methods ranging from simplified neutron diffusion to full 
neutron transport. The thermal hydraulics can be analysed through different methods 
ranging from simplified fluid dynamics to full fluid dynamics. 

Simulation codes provide the necessary accuracy to describe the correct phenomena 
that occur in nuclear reactors. The neutronics of nuclear reactors can be modelled through 
lattice and transport codes [2,3] with high accuracy at the rod level, with some of them 
offering homogenisation procedures to provide the necessary neutronics data for use in 
other simulation codes. The thermal hydraulics of nuclear reactors can be modelled 
through fluid dynamics codes such as system codes [4,5] with low accuracy at several 
levels and through subchannel codes [6,7] with high accuracy at the rod level, as well as 
through CFD (computational fluid dynamics) codes [8,9] with high accuracy at less than 
the rod level. Coupled reactor physics in nuclear reactors can be modelled through nodal 
codes [10,11] with variable accuracy at the assembly level, with some of them offering rod 
power reconstruction to provide improved accuracy at the rod level.  

Existing computational constraints during the times when most simulation codes 
were originally developed led to the inability to provide full-core direct (no reconstruc-
tion) coupled reactor physics at the rod level. Rod power reconstruction has always been 
limited in terms of accuracy and methodology through its inability to encapsulate all the 
coupled reactor physics phenomena, because it is applied after calculations at the assem-
bly level. The fuel behaviour and nuclear reactor risks analysis is also limited in terms of 
accuracy and methodology either through their simplification or neglection. The men-
tioned issues have had an impact on the credibility of simulation codes as safety parame-
ters are based at the assembly level rather than at the rod level, which has resulted in high 
conservativism in nuclear reactor design. 

Full-core direct (no reconstruction) coupled reactor physics at the rod level can be 
achieved if high accuracy and innovative methodology are considered, which would al-
low one to redefine safety parameters at the rod level and hence reduce the high conserva-
tivism in nuclear reactor design improving the reliability and sustainability associated 
with nuclear power. The next generation of simulation codes are aimed at providing the 
mentioned with special emphasis on the world spread LWR (light water reactor). Some of 
these simulation codes include CASL (consortium for advanced simulation of LWRS) 
[12,13] and NURESIM (nuclear reactor simulator) [14,15] both of which include high ac-
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curacy and innovative methodology to provide full-core coupled reactor physics with sev-
eral accuracy levels. CASL is too computationally expensive for the UK, while NURESIM 
does not offer coupled reactor physics at the rod level. 

Hence, a multiscale and multiphysics software development between CASL and NU-
RESIM (multiscale multiphysics software development) [16] for LWR has been presented 
which will include high accuracy and innovative methodology to deliver full-core cou-
pled reactor physics from the assembly level to the rod level. This multiscale and mul-
tiphysics software development will acknowledge the requests of the UK by reducing the 
high conservativism in nuclear reactor design to improve the reliability and sustainability 
associated with nuclear power; creating a code-coupling environment for data exchange 
between the simulation codes to provide coupled reactor physics; expanding the simula-
tion codes coupling to the rod level to improve the description of the phenomena that 
occur in nuclear reactors; and finally, improving the user friendliness of the code coupling 
environment to reduce user induced mistakes. This multiscale and multiphysics software 
development will be made computationally inexpensive for the UK by providing coupled 
reactor physics at the rod level only in certain assemblies and providing coupled reactor 
physics at the assembly level in all the reactor core. 

Several codes will be incorporated into this multiscale and multiphysics software de-
velopment to include high accuracy and innovative methodology through the following: 
full neutron-transport codes such as the LTS (Liverpool transport solver) [17] used at the 
UOL (University of Liverpool) to provide neutronics at the rod level; full fluid-dynamics 
codes, specially subchannel codes such as CTF (coolant boiling in rod arrays) [18], exten-
sively used for research and commercial purposes to provide thermal hydraulics at the 
rod level; simplified neutron diffusion and simplified fluid-dynamics nodal codes such as 
DYN3D (dynamical 3 dimensional) [19], extensively used as well for research and com-
mercial purposes to provide coupled neutronics and thermal hydraulics in general at the 
assembly level; and finally, fuel-performance codes such as ENIGMA [20], extensively 
used for commercial purposes to provide thermo mechanics as well as risk assessment 
codes, such as COSSAN [21], used at the UOL (University of Liverpool) to provide an 
estimation of nuclear reactor risks. Finally, the mentioned codes will be coupled to pro-
vide coupled reactor physics both at the assembly level and the rod level. The mentioned 
multiscale and multiphysics software development can be observed in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Multiscale and multiphysics software development. 
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The aim is to create the coupling between the nodal code DYN3D and the subchannel 
code CTF within the mentioned multiscale and multiphysics software development to 
provide improved neutronics and thermal hydraulics at the rod level. The first objective 
into achieving this aim consists of evaluating the accuracy and methodology available to 
obtain thermal hydraulics at the rod level in both the subchannel code CTF and the ther-
mal-hydraulics module FLOCAL of the nodal code DYN3D, as the accuracy and method-
ology available to obtain thermal hydraulics at the assembly level in the thermal-hydrau-
lics module FLOCAL of the nodal code DYN3D are known in research. This evaluation 
will allow one to justify why the subchannel code CTF has been selected to provide high-
accuracy thermal hydraulics at the rod level, as well as to justify when FLOCAL rather 
than CTF should be used to provide improved thermal hydraulics at the rod level. This 
initial journal article therefore covers the CTF and FLOCAL accuracy and methodology 
validations and verifications of the thermal hydraulics at the rod level, while the coupling 
between DYN3D and CTF at the rod level will be covered in future journal articles. 

Thermal hydraulics at the rod level are available by default in the subchannel code 
CTF [22] but not in the thermal hydraulics module FLOCAL of the nodal code DYN3D 
[23] where thermal hydraulics at the assembly level are in general available. A possibility 
in the thermal hydraulics module FLOCAL consists of modelling heater-cell-scaled nodes 
containing one rod instead of assembly-scaled nodes containing many rods to obtain im-
proved thermal hydraulics at the rod level. However, the improved thermal hydraulics at 
the rod level in the thermal hydraulics module FLOCAL are in general limited in terms of 
crossflow and mixing methods as opposed to in the high-accuracy thermal hydraulics at 
the rod level in the subchannel code CTF. 

The layout of this journal article is divided into several steps. First, a CTF description 
has been presented [24,25], and hence general aspects and approach are mentioned to de-
scribe the first code used in the accuracy and methodology validations and verifications. 
Second, a FLOCAL description has been presented [26,27], and hence general aspects and 
approach are mentioned to describe the second code used in the methodology verification. 
Third, the tabulation of the specifications used in the CTF accuracy validation and verifi-
cation has been presented consisting on the PSBT (PWR subchannel and bundle tests) 
benchmark [28–31]. Fourth, the tabulation of the specifications used in the FLOCAL and 
CTF methodology verification has been presented consisting of the FLOCAL developer 
benchmark. Fifth, the description of the models used in the CTF accuracy validation and 
verification has been presented according to the specifications. Sixth, the description of 
the models used in the CTF and FLOCAL methodology verification has been presented 
according to the specifications. 

The results and analysis obtained for the CTF accuracy validation and verification 
through the PSBT benchmark is comprised by CTF to experimental data comparisons as 
well as CTF to other codes comparisons. It is divided into the void distribution and the 
DNB (departure from nucleate boiling) benchmarks. Tests presented include results for 
the void fraction in a 1 × 1 bundle and results for the void fraction and departure from 
nucleate boiling in a 5 × 5 bundle with guide tube, although the full benchmark was orig-
inally covered in the simulations. The mentioned magnitudes have been chosen as these 
allow to analyse accuracy in nuclear reactors from a thermal-hydraulics perspective. It can 
be seen how the mentioned comparisons allow one to show the high accuracy available 
in CTF compared to other codes. 

The results and analysis obtained for the CTF and FLOCAL methodology verification 
through the FLOCAL developer benchmark are comprised by CTF to FLOCAL compari-
sons. It is divided into power variation and mass-flux-blockage exercises. Tests presented 
include results for the void fraction and departure from nucleate boiling in 2 × 1 fuel cells. 
The mentioned magnitudes have been chosen as these allow one to analyse methodology 
in nuclear reactors from a thermal-hydraulics perspective. It can be seen how the men-
tioned comparisons show the innovative methodology available in CTF and in FLOCAL. 
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Conclusions related to the CTF and FLOCAL accuracy and methodology validations 
and verifications have been presented to confirm that the first objective in the aim of cre-
ating a coupling between CTF and DYN3D within the multiscale and multiphysics soft-
ware development has been fulfilled by validating and verifying the accuracy of CTF, as 
well verifying the methodology available in both CTF and FLOCAL. Finally, future work 
that remains is presented to provide an insight of the next objectives in the aim to create 
a coupling between CTF and DYN3D within the multiscale and multiphysics software 
development. 

2. Codes Used in the Validations and Verifications 
As previously mentioned CTF and FLOCAL are the codes selected as they are exten-

sively used for research and commercial purposes, and hence their main aspects and ap-
proach are described in the following subsections. 

2.1. CTF Subchannel Code 
COBRA-TF [24,25] is a subchannel code created to study both general LWR (square 

geometry) behaviour and accident-related scenarios. It was coded in FORTRAN in the 80s 
and 90s by PNL (Pacific Northwest Laboratories), funded by the NRC (Nuclear Regula-
tion Commission) and has since been upgraded by NCU (North Carolina University) and 
PSU (Pennsylvania State University) to conform CTF. It is widely employed both for 
steady and transient state analysis due to its capabilities, such as 3D simulation. Most sys-
tems, except pressurizers, can be simulated in CTF with these being described through 
vertical stacks of nodes which represent subchannels. Either rectangular or subchannel 
coordinates can be used to describe the mentioned system. 

A two-fluids (liquid, vapor) and three-flow-fields (liquid film, liquid droplets, and 
vapor) simulation scheme is employed aided by flow regime/heat-transfer phenomena 
including two-phase heat, mass and momentum transfer between phases and nodes, en-
trainment, and quench front tracking. The simulation scheme is set on the nodes where 
each field is simulated through its own set of mass, momentum, and energy equations. 
Exceptionally, the liquid and droplet fields remain in thermal equilibrium and therefore 
share the same energy equation. Finally, the solution to the equations is obtained by em-
ploying finite differences and numerical techniques. The SIMPLE (semi-implicit method 
for pressure-linked equations) algorithm is used to solve the conservation equations 
which conform a type of homogeneous equilibrium method. 

Several settings are necessary to provide results such as the following: stating the 
time dependence of the simulation in addition to preconditions to carry these out; guess-
ing the flow regime to determine the contact area between phases required to obtain the 
heat and mass transfer between phases as well as the correct macro and micro nodes clo-
sure terms necessary to include the appropriate aggregate physical effects; obtaining the 
micro node closure terms that link the conservation equations for distinct phases in an 
equivalent node yielding physical effects between phases, including phase change and 
entrainment; obtaining the macro node closure terms that link the conservation equations 
for a same phase in distinct nodes yielding physical effects such as void drift and turbulent 
mixing; determining the solution to the transport equation associated to the area between 
phases to acknowledge the mentioned for the droplet field; determining the solution to 
the conservation equations for the rod to obtain the heat transfer and departure from nu-
cleate boiling necessary to acknowledge the heat conductance; and guessing several solid 
thermal and mechanical aspects through lists and included models. 

2.2. FLOCAL Thermal Hydraulics Module 
FLOCAL [26,27] is the thermal hydraulics module of the nodal code DYN3D created 

to study general LWR-VVER (square and hexagonal geometries) behaviour. It was coded 
in FORTRAN in the 90s by HZDR (Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf) and has 
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since been upgraded to conform part of DYN3D. It is widely employed both for steady 
and transient state analysis due to its capabilities, such as 3D simulation. Either a reactor 
core or a smaller system can be simulated in FLOCAL, with these being described through 
vertical stacks of nodes which generally represent full channels. Either rectangular or hex-
agonal coordinates can be used to describe the mentioned system. 

A two-fluids (liquid, vapor) simulation scheme is utilized aided by heat-transfer phe-
nomena including: two-phase heat, mass, and momentum transfer between phases. The 
simulation scheme is set on the nodes where the fluid mixture is simulated through its set 
of mass, momentum, and energy equations. Exceptionally, the fluid–vapor mass equation 
is solved apart from the other equations. Finally, the solution to the equations is obtained 
by employing finite differences and numerical techniques. An implicit-method algorithm 
is implemented to solve the conservation equations 

Several settings are necessary to provide results such as the following: stating the 
time dependence of the simulation in addition to preconditions to these out; obtaining the 
constitutive relations that link the conservation equations for distinct phases in the nodes 
yielding physical effects including phase change; determining the solution to the conser-
vation equations for the rod to obtain the heat transfer and departure from nucleate boil-
ing necessary to acknowledge the heat conductance; and guessing several solid thermal 
and mechanical aspects through lists and included models. 

3. Specifications Used in the Validations and Verifications 
As previously mentioned, the CTF accuracy validation and verification have been 

performed through the replication of the PSBT benchmark. The FLOCAL and CTF meth-
odology verification has been performed through the replication of the FLOCAL devel-
oper benchmark. Hence, the specifications used in the mentioned are described in the fol-
lowing subsections. 

3.1. PSBT Benchmark 
The PSBT benchmark [28–31] is a validated benchmark for LWR thermal-hydraulics 

simulation. Experimental data has been obtained by NUPEC at their facilities in Japan 
using a test rig and several test sections using gamma-ray transmission methods. Code 
results have been provided by many academic and industrial partners using CFD codes 
as well as subchannel and system codes. It is divided into the void distribution and the 
DNB benchmarks. Series of tests carried out include the following: steady-state fractional 
and full 1 × 1 bundles with uniform axial and radial power distributions, and steady-state 
5 × 5 and 6 × 6 bundles with either uniform or cosine axial power distributions and variable 
radial power distributions, as well as different spacer-grids arrangements and possibility 
of a central guide tube. The PSBT benchmark includes a wide range of accuracy tests with 
different outlet pressures, powers, mass fluxes, and inlet temperatures. Only the data for 
certain test series has been presented, such as test series S1, which corresponds to the full 
1 × 1 bundle of the void distribution benchmark, and test series B7 and A8, which corre-
spond to the 5 × 5 with guide-tube bundles of the void distribution and DNB benchmarks. 

Specifications include the geometry, materials, spacer grids, power distributions, and 
initial and boundary conditions. The geometry is described for the 1 × 1 and 5 × 5 bundles 
as observed in Table 1: 

Table 1. 1 × 1 and 5 × 5 geometry from the PSBT (PWR subchannel and bundle tests) benchmark. 

 

 
 

Type 1 × 1 Bundle 5 × 5 Bundle 
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Number of Heater Rods 1 24 
Number of Guide Tubes 0 1 

Channel Width (m) 0.0126 0.0649 
Cell Width (m) 0.0126 0.0126 

Axial Length (Active) (m) 1.555 3.658 

 
  

Heater-Rod Diameter (m) 0.0095 0.0095 
Thimble-Rod Diameter (m) - 0.01224 

Heater-/Thimble-Rod Thick-
ness (m) - 0.0065 

The materials are described for all the bundles as observed in Table 2: 

Table 2. 1 × 1 and 5 × 5 materials from the PSBT benchmark. 

Clad 
Composition Inconel 600 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

 𝜌 = 16.01846(5.261008 10 − 1.345453 10 𝑇− 1.194357 10 𝑇 ) 
(1) 

Specific Heat 
(J/kg K) 

 𝑐  = 4186(0.1014 + 4.378952 10 𝑇 − 2.046138 10 𝑇+ 3.418111 10 𝑇 − 2.060318 10 𝑇+ 3.682836 10 𝑇 − 2.458648 10 𝑇+ 5.597571 10 𝑇  

(2) 

Thermal 
Conductivity 

(W/m K) 

 k = 1.729577(8.011332 + 4.643719 10 𝑇 + 1.872857 10 𝑇− 3.914512 10 𝑇 + 3.475513 10 𝑇− 9.936696 10 𝑇  

(3) 

Spacer grids can be any of 3 types including nonmixing vane, mixing vane, and sim-
ple, which are represented using pressure-loss coefficients stated for the 5 × 5 bundle in 
Table 3: 

Table 3. 5 × 5 spacer grids from the PSBT benchmark. 

NMV Pressure-Loss Coefficient 0.7 
MV Pressure-Loss Coefficient 1.0 
SP Pressure-Loss Coefficient 0.4 

Spacer Grid Locations (m) 
NMV: 0.0025, 3.501 

MV: 0.471, 0.925, 1.378, 1.832, 2.285, 2.739, 3.247 
SP: 0.237, 0.698, 1.151, 1.605, 2.059, 2.512, 2.993 

The power distributions are described for the 1 × 1 and 5 × 5 bundles as observed in 
Table 4: 

Table 4. 1 × 1 and 5 × 5 power distributions from the PSBT benchmark. 

Radial Power Distributions 1.00 

0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 
0.85 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.85 
0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 
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0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 
 

Axial Power Distributions Uniform Cosine 

The initial and boundary conditions for each test are described first for Test Series S1 
of the void distribution benchmark, then for Test Series B7 of the void distribution bench-
mark, and finally for Test Series A8 of the DNB benchmark, as observed in Table 5: 

Table 5. 1 × 1 (S1) and 5 × 5 (B7 and A8) initial and boundary conditions from the PSBT bench-
mark. 

Case Outlet Pressure 
(bar) 

Power 
(kW) 

Inlet Mass Flux 
(kg/m2s) 

Inlet Temperature 
(C) 

1.1222 165.72 50 3050 334.7 
1.1223 165.72 49.90 3055.55 339.7 
1.2211 147.10 90 3030.55 295.4 
1.2221 147.10 69.8 3022.22 299.4 
1.2223 147.10 69.8 3030.55 319.6 
1.2237 147.29 60 3036.11 329.6 
1.2422 147.10 60 1388.88 284.1 
1.2423 147.29 59.90 1369.44 299.3 
1.4311 98.39 79.90 1391.66 214.2 
1.4312 98.20 79.80 1397.22 248.9 
1.4325 98.29 59.80 1397.22 253.8 
1.4326 98.10 60.10 1394.44 268.8 
1.5221 73.99 49.90 1394.44 219.2 
1.5222 73.50 50 1394.44 243.9 
1.6221 49.49 50 1391.66 189.2 
1.6222 49 49.90 1388.88 204.2 
7.1221 164.24 3385 4186.11 301.8 
7.1122 164.17 3384 4186.11 306.8 
7.1341 165.47 2391 2200 289.4 
7.1342 165.48 2391 2205.55 295.3 
7.2221 146.40 3503 3058.33 272.1 
7.3121 121.28 3502 4222.22 276.1 
7.3451 122.65 2023 1388.88 242.8 
7.3452 122.67 2021 1397.22 260.1 
7.4561 98.34 1023 600 196.8 
7.4562 98.35 1023 600 214.9 
7.6321 48.87 3541 2250 153.5 
7.6322 48.69 3536 2238.88 168.6 

08-1330 49.19 (Protected) 1411.11 150.8 
08-2150 73.99  3111.11 264 
08-2750 73.79  3111.11 239.3 
08-3770 98.49  4816.66 262.2 
08-4230 122.79  1397.22 262.1 
08-4240 122.69  2244.44 261.9 
08-5130 147.10  1375 321.6 
08-5140 147.39  2225 321.3 
08-5220 147.29  575 279.5 
08-5252 147.19  3091.66 281.5 
08-6230 165.71  1386.11 295.6 
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3.2. FLOCAL Developer Benchmark 
The FLOCAL developer benchmark is a proposed benchmark for LWR thermal-hy-

draulics simulation. Code results have been provided by the FLOCAL developer. It is di-
vided into power variation and mass-flux-blockage exercises. Tests carried out include 
steady-state 2 × 1 heater cells with uniform axial power distribution and variable radial 
power distribution as well as possibility of local blockage. The FLOCAL developer bench-
mark includes two methodology tests with different power but same outlet pressures, 
mass fluxes, and inlet temperatures. All the data for the tests has been presented. 

Specifications include the geometry, power distributions and initial and boundary 
conditions. The geometry is described the two heater cells as observed in Table 6: 

Table 6. 2 × 1 geometry from the FLOCAL developer benchmark. 

 
 

Type 2 × 1 Heater Cells 
Number of Heater Rods 2 

Cell Width (m) 0.0122 
Axial Length (Active) (m) 2.500 

 
 

Heater Rod Diameter (m) 0.0090 

The local blockage is represented using a pressure-loss coefficient stated for the mass-
flux-blockage exercise in Table 7: 

Table 7. 2 × 1 local blockage from the FLOCAL developer benchmark. 

Local Pressure Loss Coefficient 20.0 
Local Blockage Location (m) 1.50 

The power distributions are described first for the power variation and then the 
mass-flux-blockage exercises as observed in Table 8: 

Table 8. 2 × 1 power distributions from the FLOCAL developer benchmark. 

Radial Power Distribution 1.13 0.86 
 

1.00 1.00 
 

Axial Power Distribution Uniform Uniform 

The initial and boundary conditions first for the power variation and then the mass-
flux-blockage exercises are described as observed in Table 9: 

Table 9. 2 × 1 initial and boundary conditions FLOCAL developer benchmark. 

Test Outlet Pressure 
(bar) 

Power 
(kW) 

Inlet Mass Flux 
(kg/m2s) 

Inlet Temperature 
(C) 

1 100 197.1 4999.77 210 
2 100 195 4999.77 210 

4. Models Used in the Validations and Verifications 
As previously mentioned, the CTF accuracy validation and verification have been 

performed through the replication of the PSBT benchmark. The FLOCAL and CTF meth-
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odology verification has been performed through the replication of the FLOCAL devel-
oper benchmark. Hence, the models used in the mentioned are described in the following 
subsections. 

4.1. PSBT Benchmark 
In CTF, the models comprise in the 1 × 1 bundle one subchannel containing one heater 

rod while in the 5 × 5 bundle 36 subchannels (subchannel-cantered system) linked by 60 
gaps between them containing 24 heater rods and one guide tube. These have been incor-
porated into one axial section conformed in the 1 × 1 bundle by 30 uniform axial node 
layers while conformed in the 5 × 5 bundle by 36 non-uniform axial node layers in the case 
of the void distribution benchmark or 70 non-uniform axial node layers in the case of the 
DNB benchmark conditioned in any case by the spacer-grid locations. No time depend-
ence has been included to reach thermodynamical equilibrium (steady state). The CTF 
heater rod and subchannel-centred system designs can be observed in Figure 2. 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) CTF 1 × 1 design; (b) CTF 5 × 5 design. 

In all the bundles, Thom’s correlation [32] has been employed to simulate nucleate 
boiling as it remains valid at higher pressures than Chen’s correlation. In the 5 × 5 bundle, 
in the case of the DNB benchmark, the W-3 correlation [33,34] has been employed to sim-
ulate departure from nucleate boiling it being typically used to study LWR. In the 5 × 5 
bundle, a constant single-phase mixing coefficient with a value of 0.05 and a two-phase 
multiplier according to Beus with a value of 5.0 as well as an equilibrium weighting void 
drift factor with a value of 1.4 [35] have been employed to simulate turbulent mixing and 
void drift being typically used to study LWR. In all the bundles the original CTF model 
has been employed to simulate entrainment and deposition to include liquid droplets 
fluid phenomena. In all the bundles, McAdams two-phase multiplier correlation [36] has 
been employed to simulate heater-rod friction pressure losses typically being used to 
study LWR. In the 5 × 5 bundle several coefficients with a value of 0.5 have been employed 
to simulate velocity head losses friction pressure losses between heater rods as well as 
wall friction pressure losses between heater rods and walls. In addition, in the 5 × 5 bundle 
coefficients with values according to the spacer-grids specifications have been employed 
to simulate form pressure losses in the corresponding axial node layers. In all the bundles, 
the Krylov solver has been used to obtain a solution to the pressure equation with it being 
more effective than Gaussian elimination. 

4.2. FLOCAL Developer Benchmark 
In CTF and FLOCAL, the models comprise two heater cells linked by one gap be-

tween them in the case of the former containing two heater rods. These have been incor-
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porated into one axial section conformed by 10 uniform axial node layers. No time de-
pendence has been included to reach thermodynamical equilibrium (steady state). The 
heater-rod-centred system design in both CTF and FLOCAL can be observed in Figure 3 

 
Figure 3. CTF and FLOCAL 2 × 1 design. 

Thom’s correlation [32] has been employed to simulate nucleate boiling in CTF as it 
remains valid at higher pressures than Chen’s correlation, while Rassokhin and Bor-
ishaskji [37] correlation has been employed to simulate nucleate boiling in FLOCAL, with 
it being the existing one. The W-3 correlation [33,34] has been employed to simulate de-
parture from nucleate boiling in CTF, with it being typically used to study LWR, while 
the Bezrukov and Astakhov correlation [38] has been employed to simulate departure 
from nucleate boiling in FLOCAL, with it being one of the several available. Different 
methods later mentioned have been implemented to simulate both crossflow and turbu-
lent mixing in both CTF and FLOCAL. The original CTF model has been employed to 
simulate entrainment and deposition to include liquid-droplets fluid phenomena, while 
no model has been employed in FLOCAL, as it does not allow liquid droplets. McAdams 
two-phase multiplier correlation [36] has been employed to simulate heater-rod friction 
pressure losses in CTF it being typically used to study LWR while Filonenko’s and 
Osmachkin’s one- and two-phase multiplier correlation [39] has been employed to simu-
late heater-rod friction pressure losses in FLOCAL, with it being the existing one. A single 
coefficient with a value of 0.5 has been employed to simulate velocity head friction pres-
sure losses between heater rods in CTF, while no coefficient has been employed to simu-
late velocity head friction pressure losses between heater rods in FLOCAL. A coefficient 
with a value according to the specifications has been employed to simulate the local block-
age in the mass-flux-blockage exercise as a pseudospacer-grid-form pressure loss in the 
corresponding axial node layer in both CTF and FLOCAL. The Krylov solver has been 
used to obtain a solution to the pressure equation in CTF, with it being more effective than 
Gaussian elimination, while Gaussian elimination has been used to obtain a solution to 
the pressure equation in FLOCAL, with it being the existing one. 

Crossflow and turbulent mixing methods simulated in CTF include the following: 
The no-crossflow method, where mass, momentum, and energy equations for each chan-
nel are solved without allowing mass, momentum, and energy transfer between the heater 
cells. The crossflow method where mass, momentum, and energy equations for each chan-
nel are solved allowing mass, momentum, and energy transfer between the heater cells. 
The Rogers and Rosehart mixing method where mass, momentum, and energy equations 
for each channel are solved allowing mass, momentum, and energy transfer as well as 
void drift and turbulent mixing through an empirical-correlation-calculated single-phase 
mixing coefficient and a two-phase multiplier with a value of 5.0 as well as an equilibrium 
weighting void drift factor with a value of 1.4 [40]. The constant-mixing method where 
mass, momentum, and energy equations for each channel are solved allowing mass, mo-
mentum, and energy transfer as well as void drift and turbulent mixing through a con-
stant single-phase mixing coefficient with a value of 0.05 and a two-phase multiplier with 
a value of 5.0 as well as an equilibrium weighting void drift factor with a value of 1.4. 

Crossflow methods simulated in FLOCAL include the following: The no-crossflow 
method, where mass, momentum and energy equations for each channel are solved with-
out allowing mass, momentum, and energy transfer between the heater cells. The partial-
crossflow method where mass, momentum, and energy equations for each channel are 
solved allowing only mass and momentum transfer between the heater cells. The cross-
flow method where mass, momentum, and energy equations for each channel are solved 
allowing mass, momentum, and energy transfer between the heater cells. 
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5. Results and Analysis 
Considering the thermal-hydraulics results obtained with CTF through the replica-

tion of the PSBT benchmark [28–31], CTF to experimental data as well as CTF to other 
codes results comparisons within the accuracy validation and verification in the steady 
state are presented for the void fraction as well as the departure from nucleate boiling. 
Considering the thermal hydraulics results obtained with FLOCAL and CTF through the 
replication of the FLOCAL developer benchmark. CTF to FLOCAL comparisons within 
the methodology verification in the steady state are presented for the void fraction as well 
as for the departure from nucleate boiling. 

5.1. PSBT Benchmark 
Code to experimental accuracy comparisons within the steady-state void distribution 

benchmark for the single subchannel (Test Series S1) are presented for the void fraction, 
while the density and equilibrium quality are presented in appendix A. Experimental data 
available consists of a gamma-ray transmission method composed both by CT (narrow 
gamma beam) as well as chordal (wide gamma beam) measurements with the setup being 
contained in appendix A. In both cases, density values were measured and later converted 
to void fraction values. A relationship between both measurements was then derived to 
determine the corrected average void fraction value in the subchannel. Void fraction val-
ues are presented for the single subchannel at a single location (1.4 m). Linear fitting with 
interception at the origin has been performed to show similarities and differences between 
CTF and the experimental values as observed in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. CTF vs. experimental void fraction. 

Differences between the experimental and CTF void fraction values at the mentioned 
axial locations are small with no tendency in the estimation of the values. Several reasons 
were found to cause the observed differences between the CTF and the experimental data: 
The gamma-ray transmission method used underestimates the void fraction as these ex-
perimental measurements were taken at the centres of subchannels instead of near the 
heated surfaces where most of the void fraction occurs under general LWR behaviour. 
The nucleate boiling model used affects the void fraction as it may respond differently to 
the different initial and boundary conditions. 

Code to code accuracy comparisons within the steady-state void distribution bench-
mark for the single subchannel (Test Series S1) are presented only for the void fraction. 
Code results have been provided by 20 academic and industrial partners including porous 
media codes (THYC), CFD codes (ANSYS, NEPTUNE…), subchannel codes (VIPRE, SUB-
CHANFLOW…), and system codes (TRACE, CATHARE…) results with a full list of codes 
being contained in appendix A. Void fraction values for each code are presented for the 
single subchannel at a single axial location (1.4 m). Errors and standard deviations values 
are calculated to show similarities and differences between CTF and the other codes as 
observed in Figure 5 and given by Equation 4. 
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𝛥x̄ = 𝛥𝑥𝑁    𝜎 = ± (𝛥𝑥 − 𝛥x̄)𝑀 − 1     𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒    𝛥𝑥 = 𝑥  − 𝑥   (4) 

Where 𝑥  , 𝑥  describe either an experimental or code value per test and per datum 
of any magnitude. 𝛥𝑥  describes the difference between the code and experimental val-
ues for a certain parameter in a test within a series. 𝛥x̄ describes the average difference 
between tests within a series. 
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Figure 5. (a) Codes void fraction mean errors; (b) codes void fraction error standard deviation. 

Differences between most system codes and CTF void fraction values at the single 
location are large with most system codes showing larger mean errors and standard de-
viations compared to CTF. Differences between most subchannel codes and CTF at the 
single location are variable with some subchannel codes showing larger mean errors and 
standard deviations than CTF, and others similar mean errors and standard deviations 
compared to CTF. Differences between CFD/porous media codes and CTF at the single 
axial location are large with most CFD/porous media codes showing larger mean errors 
and standard deviations compared to CTF. Most of the CFD/porous media codes as well 
as system codes show overestimation of the values, while most of the subchannel codes 
show underestimation of the values. Several reasons were found to cause the observed 
differences between the CTF and other codes results: System codes tend to offer lower 
accuracy compared to subchannel codes and hence consume less time to achieve results. 
CFD/porous media codes however tend to offer in general higher accuracy compared to 
subchannel codes and hence consume more time to achieve results. 

Codes for experimental accuracy comparisons within the steady-state void distribu-
tion benchmark for the 5 × 5 bundle with guide tube (Test Series B7) are presented for the 
void fraction with the equilibrium quality being presented in appendix A. Experimental 
data available consists of a gamma-ray transmission method composed both by CT (nar-
row gamma multibeam) as well as chordal (wide gamma multibeam) measurements with 
the setup being contained in appendix A. In both cases, density values were measured 
and later converted to void fraction values. A relationship between both measurements 
was then derived to determine the corrected average void fraction value only in the cen-
tral subchannels of the 5 × 5 bundle. Void fraction values are presented for the central 
subchannels at three different axial locations including a lower region (2.216 m) and an 
intermediate region (2.669 m), as well as an upper region (3.177 m). Linear fitting with 
interception at the origin has been performed to show similarities and differences between 
CTF and the experimental values as observed in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. CTF vs. experimental void fraction. 

Differences between the experimental and CTF void fraction values at the three axial 
locations are small with slight overestimation of the lower region and intermediate region 
values and slight underestimation of the upper region values. Several reasons were found 
to cause the observed differences between the CTF and the experimental data: The 
gamma-ray transmission method used underestimates the void fraction as these experi-
mental measurements were taken at the centres of subchannels instead of near the heated 
surfaces where most of the void fraction occurs under general LWR behaviour. The nu-
cleate boiling model used affects the void fraction as it may respond differently to the 
different initial and boundary conditions. The crossflow and mixing models used affect 
the void fraction codes which include crossflow as well as turbulent mixing models 
achieve the best correlation between experimental measurements and code results. 

Code-to-code accuracy comparisons within the steady-state void distribution bench-
mark for the 5 × 5 bundle with guide tube (Test Series B7) are presented for the void frac-
tion. Code results have been provided by 16 academic and industrial partners including 
porous-media codes (THYC), subchannel codes (MATRA, SUBCHANFLOW…), and sys-
tem codes (TRACE, CATHARE…) results with a full list of the participants and code types 
being contained in appendix A. Void fraction values for each code are presented for the 
central subchannels at three different axial locations including a lower region (2.216 m), 
an intermediate region (2.669 m), and an upper region (3.177 m). Errors and standard de-
viations values are calculated to show similarities and differences between CTF and the 
other codes as observed in Figures 7 and 8 and given by Equation (4). 
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Figure 7. Codes void fraction mean errors. 
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Figure 8. Codes void fraction error standard deviation. 

Differences between most system codes and CTF void fraction values at the 3 axial 
locations are large, with most system codes showing larger mean errors and standard de-
viations compared to CTF. Differences between most subchannel codes and CTF at the 
three axial locations are variable, with some subchannel codes showing larger mean errors 
and standard deviations compared to CTF, and others, similar mean errors and standard 
deviations compared to CTF. Differences between the porous-media code and CTF at the 
three axial locations are similar, with the mentioned one showing smaller mean errors and 
standard deviations compared to CTF. Most of the codes show overestimation of the 
lower region and intermediate region values as well as underestimation of the higher re-
gion values. Several reasons were found to cause the observed differences between the 
CTF and other codes results: System codes tend to offer lower accuracy compared to sub-
channel codes and hence consume less time to achieve results. CFD/porous-media codes 
however tend to offer in general higher accuracy compared to subchannel codes and 
hence consume more time to achieve results. 

Code-to-experimental accuracy comparisons within the steady state DNB benchmark 
for the 5 × 5 bundle with guide tube (Test Series A8) are presented for the departure from 
nucleate boiling. Experimental data available consists of a thermocouples method com-
posed of measurements at several locations with the setup being contained in appendix 
A. The wall temperature was measured where a rise of more than 11 C confirmed depar-
ture from nucleate boiling with the critical heat flux being defined by the power at the 
step prior to this wall temperature rise measurement. Critical powers values are presented 
for the rods at the first occurrence height. Linear fitting with interception at the origin has 
been performed to show the similarities and differences between CTF and the experi-
mental values, as observed in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. CTF vs. experimental critical-heat flux. 
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Differences between the experimental and CTF critical power values at the first oc-
currence height are low with slight overestimation of the values. Several reasons were 
found to cause the observed differences between the CTF and the experimental data: The 
thermocouples method used overestimates the departure from nucleate boiling as detec-
tion can be delayed due to the discrete number of measurement points, and the critical 
heat-flux correlation used affects the departure from nucleate boiling as many different 
correlations are available which offer different code results. 

Code-to-code accuracy comparisons within the steady state DNB benchmark for the 
5 × 5 bundle with guide tube (Test Series A8) are presented for the departure from nucleate 
boiling. Code results have been provided by 10 academic and industrial partners includ-
ing porous-media codes (THYC), subchannel codes (MATRA, SUBCHANFLOW…), and 
system codes (TRACE, CATHARE…) results with a full list of the participants and code 
types being contained in appendix A. The first occurrence height for each code is pre-
sented for the corresponding heater rod as observed in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Codes departure from nucleate-boiling heights. 

Differences between the system codes and CTF departure from nucleate-boiling first-
occurrence height values are small with the mentioned two showing similar values com-
pared to CTF. Differences between most subchannel codes and CTF departure from nu-
cleate-boiling first-occurrence height values are variable with some subchannel codes 
showing larger values compared to CTF and others similar values compared to CTF. Dif-
ferences between the porous-media code and CTF departure from nucleate-boiling first-
occurrence height values are large with the mentioned one showing larger values com-
pared to CTF. Several reasons were found to cause the observed differences between the 
CTF and other codes results: System codes tend to offer lower accuracy compared to sub-
channel codes and hence consume less time to achieve results. CFD/porous-media codes 
however tend to offer in general higher accuracy compared to subchannel codes and 
hence consume more time to achieve results. 

5.2. FLOCAL Developer Benchmark 
CTF to FLOCAL method comparisons within the power variation exercise for the 2 × 

1 heater cells are presented for the void fraction and departure from nucleate boiling with 
the mass flux and coolant temperature being presented for the power variation and the 
local mass-flux blockage exercises in appendix B. Code results have been provided by the 
FLOCAL developer. Void fraction distributions are presented for the two heater cells to 
show similarities and differences in the methods available in both CTF and FLOCAL as 
observed in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. (a) CTF void fraction axial distributions; (b) FLOCAL void fraction axial distribu-
tions. 

The void fraction distribution in CTF and FLOCAL is determined through the fluid 
density, fluid velocity, and fluid enthalpy distributions which are obtained through the 
solution to the mass, momentum, and energy equations. No value occurs in any method 
in both CTF and FLOCAL until the shift from single-phase heat transfer to nucleate-boil-
ing heat transfer which occurs once the wall temperature surpasses the fluid saturation 
temperature. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, a void fraction distribution rise under nucleate-boiling 
heat transfer is observed in all the methods. The void fraction distribution in heater cell 1 
increases more due its high power resulting on lower fluid densities, higher vapor, and 
lower liquid velocities, as well as higher fluid enthalpies when compared to heater cell 2. 
The void fraction distribution in heater cell 2 increases less due its low power resulting on 
higher fluid densities, lower vapor, and higher liquid velocities as well as lower fluid en-
thalpies when compared to heater cell 1. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, a higher void fraction distribution increase under nucle-
ate-boiling heat transfer is observed in the no-crossflow method compared to the cross-
flow method. This occurs due to the exclusion in the conservation equations of mass, mo-
mentum, and energy transfer between heater cells. This results in lower fluid densities, 
higher vapor, and lower liquid velocities as well as higher fluid enthalpies. 

In CTF, a higher void fraction distribution increase under nucleate-boiling heat trans-
fer is observed in the crossflow method as opposed to in the Rogers and Rosehart and the 
constant mixing methods. This occurs due to the exclusion in the conservation equations 
of turbulent mixing and void drift between heater cells. This results in lower fluid densi-
ties, higher vapor, and lower liquid velocities as well as higher fluid enthalpies. In CTF, 
equal void fraction distribution increase under nucleate-boiling heat transfer is observed 
in the constant mixing method as opposed to in the Rogers and Rosehart mixing method. 
This occurs due to the high user specified single mixing coefficient in the case of the for-
mer compared to the empirical-correlation-calculated single-mixing coefficient in the case 
of the latter. This results in equal fluid densities, fluid velocities, and fluid enthalpies be-
tween heater cells. 

In FLOCAL, an almost equal void fraction distribution increase under nucleate-boil-
ing heat transfer is observed in both the partial crossflow and crossflow methods. This 
occurs due to the minor contribution of energy transfer in the conservation equations be-
tween heater cells. This results in almost equal fluid densities, fluid velocities, and fluid 
enthalpies. 

Between CTF and FLOCAL, only the void fraction distributions in the crossflow and 
the no-crossflow methods can be compared as the rest are not present in both codes. The 
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crossflow method differs between both codes due to different nucleate-boiling correla-
tions as observed through the delayed onsets of the void fraction distribution in CTF as 
opposed to in FLOCAL. The no-crossflow method remains identical between codes due 
to the exclusion of all fluid phenomena occurring between heater cells. 

Departure from nucleate boiling ratio distributions is presented for the two subchan-
nels to show similarities and differences in the methods available in both CTF and FLO-
CAL as observed in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. (a) CTF departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) axial distributions; (b) FLOCAL DNB 
axial distributions. 

The departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution in CTF and FLOCAL is deter-
mined through the power distribution and the critical-heat-flux correlation, where the for-
mer is initially provided while the latter is obtained through an empirical correlation. No 
critical value occurs in any method both CTF and FLOCAL as the heat flux does not sur-
pass the critical heat flux. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, a departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution de-
crease under all heat transfer regimes is observed in all the methods. The departure from 
nucleate-boiling ratio distribution in heater cell 1 decreases more due to its high power, 
low mass flux, and high pressure drop resulting in lower critical heat fluxes when com-
pared to heater cell 2. The departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution in heater cell 
2 decreases less due to its low power, high mass flux, and low pressure drop resulting on 
higher critical heat fluxes when compared to heater cell 1. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, a larger departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution 
decrease under all heat-transfer regimes is observed in the no-crossflow method com-
pared to the crossflow method. This occurs due to the influence on the critical-heat-flux 
correlation of the absence in the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy 
transfer between heater cells via the mass-flux distributions and pressure drops. This re-
sults in lower critical-heat fluxes. 

In CTF, a milder departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution decrease under 
all heat-transfer regimes is observed in the crossflow method as opposed to in the Rogers 
and Rosehart and the constant mixing methods. This occurs due to the influence on the 
critical-heat-flux correlation of the exclusion in the conservation equations of turbulent 
mixing and void drift between heater cells via the mass-flux distributions and pressure 
drops. This results in mildly lower critical-heat fluxes. In CTF, a more equal departure 
from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution decrease is observed in the constant mixing 
method as opposed to in the Rogers and Rosehart mixing method. This occurs due to the 
influence on the critical heat-flux correlation of the high user-specified single mixing co-
efficient in the case of the former compared to the empirical-correlation-calculated single 
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mixing coefficient in the case of the latter via the mass-flux distributions and pressure 
drops. This results in more equal critical heat fluxes in both heater cells. 

In FLOCAL, an almost equal departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribution de-
crease rise under all heat-transfer regimes is observed in both the partial crossflow and 
crossflow methods. This occurs due to the minor influence on the critical heat-flux corre-
lation of energy transfer in the conservation equations between heater cells. This results 
in less different critical heat fluxes between heater cells. 

Between CTF and FLOCAL, only the departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribu-
tions in the crossflow and the no-crossflow methods can be compared as the rest are not 
present in both codes. The crossflow method and no-crossflow method differ between 
both codes due to different critical heat-flux correlations as observed through the larger 
separation between the departure from nucleate-boiling distributions in CTF as opposed 
to in FLOCAL. 

6. Conclusions 
In terms of thermal hydraulics, the first objective in the aim of creating a coupling 

between CTF and DYN3D within the multiscale and multiphysics software development 
has been fulfilled by validating and verifying the accuracy in CTF and the methodology 
available in both CTF and FLOCAL. 

Considering the CTF accuracy validation and verification performed through the 
replication of the PSBT benchmark. CTF provides accurate void fraction and critical power 
values with no significant tendency overall in the estimation when compared to the ex-
perimental data. The observed differences between the CTF results and the experimental 
data are due to reasons such as the gamma-ray transmission method as well as the nucle-
ate-boiling model. The observed differences between the CTF results and the experimental 
data in the 5 × 5 bundle are also due to reasons such as the crossflow and mixing models 
as well as the thermocouples method and the critical heat-flux correlation. CTF provides 
small void fraction mean error and standard deviation values as well as accurate depar-
ture from nucleate-boiling first occurrence height values when compared to other codes 
results. The observed differences between the CTF results and the other codes results are 
due to reasons such as the nature of the codes. 

Considering the CTF and FLOCAL methodology verification performed through the 
replication of the FLOCAL developer benchmark. CTF and FLOCAL provide a wide 
range of methods for the void fraction and departure from nucleate-boiling ratio distribu-
tions. The observed differences in the CTF and FLOCAL results are due to reasons such 
as the exclusion in the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy transfer 
between heater cells, as well as the exclusion of different turbulent mixing and void drift 
between heater cells. The observed differences between the comparable CTF and FLOCAL 
results are due to reasons such as the different nucleate boiling and critical heat-flux cor-
relations. 

In general, CTF is a highly accurate code when compared to other codes which are 
less accurate or consume more time to achieve results. Therefore, CTF will be used to pro-
vide thermal hydraulics at the rod level within the multiscale and multiphysics software 
development. In general, CTF provides a wide range of crossflow and turbulent mixing 
methods when compared to FLOCAL where only the no-crossflow method is available. 
Therefore, CTF will be used to provide thermal hydraulics at the rod level in cases with 
more heterogeneous power distributions, while FLOCAL will be used to provide thermal 
hydraulics at both the assembly and rod levels in cases with more homogeneous power 
distributions. 

7. Future Work 
As mentioned before, the next objective in the aim of creating a coupling between the 

subchannel code CTF and the nodal code DYN3D within the multiscale and multiphysics 
software development consists of creating the initial stage in the coupling by allowing the 
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exchange of power distributions from DYN3D to CTF to partially fulfil the connection 
between the CTF subchannel code block and the DYN3D nodal code block within the 
mentioned multiscale and multiphysics software development. Finally, the last objective 
in the aim of creating a coupling between the subchannel code CTF and the nodal code 
DYN3D coupling within multiscale and multiphysics software development will consist 
of creating the last stage in the coupling by not only allowing the exchange of power dis-
tributions from DYN3D to CTF, as well as the exchange of all the thermal-hydraulics dis-
tributions from CTF into the code coupling environment. 

8. Nomenclature 
The acronyms and symbols in the overall text have an associated meaning given in 

Tables 10 and 11. 

Table 10. Acronyms. 

Acronym Full Description 
AGR Advanced Gas Reactor 
CASL Consortium for Advanced Simulation of Light Water Reactors 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

CTF/COBRA-TF Coolant Boiling in Rod Arrays 
DNB/DNBR Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio 

DYN3D (FLO-
CAL)/DYN3D 

Dynamical 3-Dimensional Multigroup Thermal Hydraulics Mod-
ule 

FORTRAN Formula Translator 
HTR High Temperature Reactor 

HZDR/FDR Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf 
LTS Liverpool Transport Solver 

LWR Light Water Reactor 
MAGNOX Magnesium Oxide Gas Reactor 

MV/NMV/SP Mixing vane, non-mixing vane and simple spacers 
MSR Molten Salt Reactor 

NCSU North Carolina State University 
NRC Nuclear Regulation Commission 

NUPEC Nuclear Power Engineering Centre 
NURESIM Nuclear Reactor Simulator 

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratories 
PSBT PWR Subchannel and Bundle Tests 
PSU Pennsylvania State University 
PWR Pressurised Water Reactor 
SFR Sodium Fast Reactor 
UK United Kingdom 

UOL University of Liverpool 

Table 11. Symbols. 

Symbol Full Description 𝜌  Clad Density 𝑐   Clad Specific Heat k  Clad Thermal Conductivity 𝑇  Clad Temperature 𝑥  , 𝑥   Code or Experimental Value 𝛥𝑥  Difference between Code and Experimental Values per Test 
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𝛥x̄ Average Difference between Code and Experimental Values for 
all Tests 
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Appendix A: PSBT Benchmark 
The gamma-ray transmission method used to obtain experimental data composed 

both by CT (narrow gamma beam) as well as chordal (wide gamma beam) measurements 
of the fluid density can be observed in Figures A1 and A2.  

      
Figure A1. Gamma-ray transmission method (subchannel). 
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Figure A2. Gamma-ray transmission method (bundle). 

The system, subchannel, and CFD codes used to obtain other code results classified 
according to their associated participant and type in Table A1.  

Table A1. Academic and industrial partners codes. 

Participant Code Type 
ANSYS ANSYS CFD 

GRS ANSYS-CFX CFD 
HZDR ANSYS-CFX CFD 
EDF NEPTUNE CFD 
ANL STAR-CD CFD 
PSI STAR-CD CFD 
EDF THYC Porous Media 
JNES CHAMP-ITA Subchannel 
PSI FLICA Subchannel 

CEA-Saclay FLICA-OVAP Subchannel 
McMaster ASSERT-PV Subchannel 

KAERI MATRA Subchannel 
NRI VIPRE Subchannel 

WEC/INVAP VIPRE Subchannel 
CSA VIPRE Subchannel 
KIT SUBCHANFLOW Subchannel 

Areva F-COBRA-TF Subchannel 
UOL CTF Subchannel 
PSI TRACE System 

KTH TRACE System 
UNIPI CATHARE-2 System 
IRSN CATHARE-2 System 

CEA-Grenoble CATHARE-3 System 
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Chalmers RELAP-5 System 

Equilibrium quality and density values are presented for the single subchannel at a single 
location (1.4 m). Linear fitting with interception at the origin has been performed to show the 
similarities and differences between CTF and the experimental values as observed in Figures A3 
and A4.  
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Figure A3. CTF vs. experimental equilibrium quality. 
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Figure A4. CTF vs. Experimental Density. 

Differences between the experimental and CTF equilibrium quality and density values at 
the mentioned axial location are small with no tendency in the estimation of the values. Several 
reasons were found to cause the observed differences between the CTF and the experimental 
data: The gamma-ray transmission method used underestimates density, as these experimental 
measurements were taken at the centres of subchannels instead of near the heated surfaces 
where lower densities occur under general LWR behaviour. The nucleate-boiling model used 
affects the equilibrium quality and density, as they may respond differently to the different ini-
tial and boundary conditions. 

Equilibrium quality values are presented for the central subchannels at three different axial 
locations including a lower region (2.216 m) and an intermediate region (2.669 m), as well as an 
upper region (3.177 m). Linear fitting with interception at the origin has been performed to show 
the similarities and differences between CTF and the experimental values as observed in Figure 
A5. 
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Figure A5. CTF vs. experimental equilibrium quality. 

Differences between the experimental and CTF equilibrium quality values at the 
three axial locations are small with slight overestimation of the lower region and interme-
diate region values and slight underestimation of the upper region values. Several reasons 
were found to cause the observed differences between the CTF and the experimental data: 
The gamma-ray transmission method used underestimates density, as these experimental 
measurements were taken at the centres of subchannels instead of near the heated surfaces 
where lower densities occur under general LWR behaviour. The nucleate-boiling model 
used affects the equilibrium quality as it may respond differently to the different initial 
and boundary conditions. The crossflow and mixing models used affect the equilibrium 
quality, codes which include crossflow as well as turbulent mixing models that achieve 
the best correlation between experimental measurements and code results.  

Appendix B: FLOCAL Developer Benchmark 
Mass-flux distributions are presented for the two subchannels to show similarities 

and differences in the methods available in both CTF and FLOCAL first for the power 
variation exercise and then for the mass-flux-blockage exercise as observed in Figures A6 
and A7. 
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Figure A6. (a) CTF mass-flux axial distributions; (b) FLOCAL mass-flux axial distributions. 
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Figure A7. (a) CTF mass-flux axial distributions; (b) FLOCAL mass-flux axial distributions. 

The mass-flux distribution in CTF and FLOCAL is determined through both the fluid 
velocity and density distributions which are obtained mainly through the solution to both 
the mass and momentum equations. In the power variation exercise no redistribution oc-
curs in all the different methods in CTF and FLOCAL apart from the no-crossflow method 
until the shift from single-phase heat transfer to nucleate-boiling heat transfer which oc-
curs once the wall temperature surpasses the fluid saturation temperature. In the mass-
flux-blockage exercise no redistribution occurs in all the different methods in CTF and 
FLOCAL apart from the no-crossflow method until the shift from single-phase heat trans-
fer to nucleate-boiling heat transfer which occurs once the wall temperature surpasses the 
fluid saturation temperature. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, mass-flux redistribution under nucleate-boiling heat 
transfer is observed in most methods. In the power variation exercise, the mass-flux dis-
tribution in heater cell 1 decreases due its high power resulting on higher vapor and lower 
liquid velocities as well as lower fluid densities when compared to heater cell 2. In the 
power variation exercise, the mass flux distribution in heater cell 2 increases due to its low 
power losses resulting on lower vapor and higher liquid velocities as well as higher fluid 
densities when compared to heater cell 1. In the mass-flux-blockage exercise, the mass-
flux distribution in heater cell 1 increases due to the absence of a pseudospacer resulting 
on lower vapor and higher liquid velocities as well as higher fluid densities when com-
pared to heater cell 2. In the mass-flux-blockage exercise the mass-flux distribution in 
heater cell 2 decreases due to the presence of the pseudo spacer resulting on higher vapor 
and lower liquid velocities, as well as lower fluid densities when compared to heater cell 
1.  

In both CTF and FLOCAL, mass-flux redistribution under nucleate-boiling heat 
transfer is observed in the crossflow method as opposed to in the no-crossflow method. 
This occurs in both exercises due to the allowance in the conservation equations of mass, 
momentum, and energy transfer between heater cells. This results in nonconstant vapor 
and liquid velocities as well as fluid densities in both heater cells. 

In CTF, a more homogeneous mass-flux redistribution under nucleate boiling is ob-
served in the Rogers and Rosehart and the constant mixing methods as opposed to in the 
crossflow method. This occurs in both exercises due to the allowance in the conservation 
equations of turbulent mixing and void drift between heater cells. This results in more 
homogeneous vapor and liquid velocities as well as fluid densities in both heater cells. In 
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CTF, an almost equal mass-flux redistribution under nucleate-boiling heat transfer is ob-
served in the constant mixing method as opposed to in the Rogers and Rosehart mixing 
method. This occurs in both exercises due to the high user-specified single mixing coeffi-
cient in the case of the former compared to the empirical correlation calculated single mix-
ing coefficient in the case of the latter. This results in almost equal vapor and liquid veloc-
ities as well as fluid densities in both heater cells. 

In FLOCAL, a lower mass-flux redistribution under nucleate boiling is observed in 
the partial-crossflow method as opposed to in the crossflow method. This occurs in both 
exercises due to the exclusion of energy transfer in the conservation equations between 
heater cells. This results in less different vapor and liquid velocities as well as fluid den-
sities between heater cells. 

Between CTF and FLOCAL, only the mass-flux distributions in the no-crossflow and 
the crossflow methods can be compared as the rest are not present in both codes. The no-
crossflow method remains identical between both codes resulting from the exclusion of 
all fluid phenomena occurring between heater cells. The crossflow method differs be-
tween codes due to the different mass and momentum transfer models between heater 
cells as observed through the further divergence of the mass-flow distribution in CTF 
compared to FLOCAL. 

Coolant-temperature distributions are presented for the two subchannels to show 
similarities and differences in the methods available in both CTF and FLOCAL as ob-
served in Figure A8. 
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Figure A8. (a) CTF coolant-temperature axial distributions; (b) FLOCAL coolant-temperature 
axial distributions. 

The coolant-temperature distribution in CTF and FLOCAL is determined through 
the fluid enthalpy distribution which is obtained through the solution to the energy equa-
tion. The values increase in all methods in both CTF and FLOCAL under both single-phase 
heat transfer and subcooled boiling and begins to stabilize as it approaches saturated boil-
ing with both types of boiling conforming nucleate boiling where the latter would occur 
if the fluid temperature equals its saturation temperature. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, a coolant-temperature distribution increase under nucle-
ate-boiling heat transfer is observed in all the methods. The coolant-temperature distribu-
tion in heater cell 1 increases more due its high power resulting on higher fluid enthalpies 
when compared to heater cell 2. The coolant temperature distribution in heater cell 2 in-
creases less due its low power resulting on lower fluid enthalpies when compared to 
heater cell 1. 

In both CTF and FLOCAL, a faster coolant-temperature distribution increase under 
nucleate-boiling heat transfer is observed in the no-crossflow method compared to the 
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crossflow method. This occurs due to the exclusion in the conservation equations of mass, 
momentum, and energy transfer between heater cells. This results in higher fluid en-
thalpies. 

In CTF, a slightly faster coolant-temperature distribution increase under nucleate-
boiling heat transfer is observed in the crossflow method as opposed to in the Rogers and 
Rosehart and the constant mixing methods. This occurs due to the exclusion in the con-
servation equations of turbulent mixing and void drift between heater cells. This results 
in higher fluid enthalpies. In CTF, unequally fast coolant-temperature distribution in-
crease under nucleate-boiling heat transfer is observed in the Rogers and Rosehart mixing 
method as opposed to in the constant mixing method. This occurs due to the empirical-
correlation-calculated single mixing coefficient in the case of the former compared to the 
high user-specified single mixing coefficient in the case of the latter. This results in une-
qual fluid enthalpies in both heater cells. 

In FLOCAL, almost equally fast coolant-temperature distribution increase under nu-
cleate-boiling heat transfer is observed in both the partial-crossflow and crossflow meth-
ods. This occurs due to the minor contribution of energy transfer in the conservation equa-
tions between heater cells. This results in almost identical fluid enthalpies between heater 
cells. 

Between CTF and FLOCAL, only the coolant-temperature distributions in the cross-
flow and the no-crossflow methods can be compared as the rest are not present in both 
codes. The crossflow method differs between both codes due to the energy-transfer mod-
els between heater cells as observed through the different top values of the coolant tem-
perature distribution in CTF as opposed to in FLOCAL. The no-crossflow method remains 
identical between codes due to the exclusion of all fluid phenomena occurring between 
heater cells. 
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